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Izvirna jezikovna različica te strani  je bila pred kratkim spremenjena. To 
jezikovno različico trenutno prevajajo naši prevajalci.
Swipe to change

nemščina

Informacije o prekrških v cestnem prometu, za katere se po navadi izrekajo mandatne kazni, kot so globe, najdete v .
Če ste žrtev kaznivega dejanja, so izčrpne informacije o vaših pravicah na voljo .
Kratek opis kazenskega postopka
Sledi kratek opis običajnih faz kazenskega postopka.
Kazenski postopek je razdeljen na tri faze: postopek preiskave, vmesni postopek in glavni postopek (vključno s pravnimi sredstvi in postopkom izvrševanja 
kazni).

Ti postopki lahko potekajo tudi drugače.Najpomembnejša odstopanja pomenijo ,  in 
.

V informativnih listih lahko najdete podrobne informacije o vseh fazah kazenskega postopka in vaših pravicah. Te informacije ne nadomeščajo pravnega 
svetovanja, temveč so zgolj koristni napotki.
Vloga Evropske komisije
Upoštevati je treba, da Evropska komisija nima nobene vloge v kazenskih postopkih držav članic, zato vam v primeru pritožbe ne more pomagati.
Za informacije, ki jih potrebujete, kliknite na spodnje povezave
1 – Pojasnila
2 – Kako do pravnega svetovanja
3 – Moje pravice med preiskovanjem kaznivega dejanja

4 – Moje pravice v postopku pred sodiščem
5 – Moje pravice po glavni obravnavi
6 – Prekrški v cestnem prometu
Sorodne povezave
Zakon o kazenskem postopku ( )

Strani v jezikih držav članic pripravljajo posamezni nacionalni organi, njihov prevod pa zagotavlja prevajalska služba Evropske komisije. Prevodi zato morda 
še ne vsebujejo kasnejših sprememb izvirnika, ki so jih vnesli nacionalni organi. Evropska komisija ne prevzema nobene odgovornosti za informacije ali 
podatke, ki jih vsebuje oziroma na katere se sklicuje ta dokument. Za pravila o avtorskih pravicah države članice, ki je odgovorna za to stran, glejte pravno 
obvestilo.

Za izbrano jezikovno različico ni uradnega prevoda.
Tukaj je na voljo strojni prevod vsebine. Opozarjamo, da je prevod samo okviren. Lastnik te strani ne prevzema nikakršne odgovornosti glede kakovosti tega 
strojno prevedenega besedila. 
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Postopek preiskave: Organi pregona (državno tožilstvo ali policijski organi) začnejo postopek preiskave zoper vas, če ste osumljeni kaznivega dejanja. Pri 
tem je treba razjasniti, ali je sum zoper vas utemeljen ali ne. V ta namen se lahko izvedejo različni preiskovalni ukrepi, na primer hišna preiskava. Po 
zaključku preiskave se državno tožilstvo odloči, ali se postopek zaradi nezadostnega suma storitve kaznivega dejanja ustavi ali pa se zoper vas vloži 
obtožnica.
Vmesni postopek: V vmesnem postopku sodišče preizkusi obtožnico in presodi, ali naj se postopek zaključi ali nadaljuje. Če sodišče meni, da je obsodba 
zaradi pridobljenih dokazov verjetna, začne glavni postopek.
Vmesni postopek

Glavni postopek: V glavnem postopku sodišče pripravi in izvede glavno obravnavo. Obtožba se preizkusi na ustni obravnavi na podlagi dokazov, ki so na 
voljo (priče, dokumenti itd.). Tudi vi imate možnost, da izrazite svoje stališče o obtožbi oziroma podate pripombe nanjo. Če je obtožba potrjena, boste 
obsojeni in izrečena vam bo kazen. Če obtožba ni potrjena, boste oproščeni. V predpisanih rokih lahko vložite pravno sredstvo zoper obsodbo. V 
pritožbenem postopku višje sodišče ponovi glavno obravnavo. V revizijskem postopku se sodba presoja samo glede napačne uporabe prava.

postopek za izdajo kaznovalnega naloga ustavitev postopka
pospešeni postopki

1 – Pojasnila
2 – Kako do pravnega svetovanja
3 – Moje pravice med preiskovanjem kaznivega dejanja
Zaslišanje obdolženca
Odvzem osebnih in biometričnih podatkov / telesni pregled
Preiskava/zaseg/prisluškovanje
Pridržanje
Pripor
Obtožba
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1 - Notes
Discontinuation of proceedings (1)
Summary proceedings (2)
Expedited proceedings (3)

Court-appointed lawyer (4)
Data on investigations/charges/convictions (5)
Legal challenges during investigation (6)
Discontinuation of proceedings (1)
Proceedings may be discontinued ( ) at any point, either by the public prosecutor or, after the prosecution has been brought, by the court. There Einstellung
are various ways in which proceedings can be discontinued. The main ones in practice are as follows.
Proceedings can be discontinued provisionally, for example if you are absent for a long period. Proceedings can also be discontinued if the investigation 
does not produce sufficient grounds to bring charges, in which case the public prosecutor may reopen the proceedings at any time (subject to certain periods 
of limitation), for instance if new evidence comes to light.
The proceedings can also be discontinued definitively. This can happen in the case of offences where the degree of culpability is small and there is no 
reason to believe that prosecution would be in the public interest. Proceedings may also be discontinued conditionally, for example on condition that you pay 
a fine or comply with an order, such as an order to attend road safety classes.
Summary proceedings (2)
At the end of an investigation into a minor offence ( ) the public prosecutor, rather than bringing a prosecution, may apply to the court in writing for a Vergehen
summary order ( ). The court may make a summary order if it considers the written evidence sufficient. A summary order describes the offence Strafbefehl
briefly and imposes a stated penalty. If you do not object, the summary order has the same effect as a final judgment.
A summary order has limited legal consequences. It normally imposes a fine. It may also impose a driving ban. Provided you have a defence lawyer, you 
may also be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of no more than one year, but probation must be granted.
If you do wish to object, you have two options:
In the case of a fine, you may confine your objection to the daily quota used to calculate the fine. If you and the public prosecutor agree, the court can take a 
decision without a full trial.
If you do not limit your objection, the case will go to trial. You do not have to appear in person, but may be represented by a lawyer. Witnesses do not need to 
appear in person either. Minutes of examinations of witnesses can be read out with your agreement, if you are present at the trial.
At the end, the court will deliver judgment. It is not bound by the penalty imposed in the summary order: it may also impose a higher penalty, within the legal 
sentencing limits.
Expedited proceedings (3)
Where the facts are simple and the evidence is clear, the public prosecutor can also apply to the court for expedited proceedings ( ). beschleunigtes Verfahren
Proceedings of this kind may be resorted to for example if you are not resident in Germany and there is reason to believe that you will not appear at a later 
court hearing.
If the public prosecutor applies for expedited proceedings, the trial will take place immediately or within a short time. There is no need for a court decision to 
proceed to the trial stage, as there is with an ordinary prosecution: there are no intermediate proceedings.
In expedited proceedings there are simpler rules allowing the court to refuse applications to have certain evidence considered.
The scope for sentencing is likewise limited. The court can impose only a fine, or a term of imprisonment of no more than one year. It may also withdraw your 
driving licence.
Courtappointed lawyer (4)
Unless you are already being represented by a lawyer, the court must appoint one if you are suspected of a more serious crime ( ), or if the likely Verbrechen
sentence in the event of a conviction is more than one year’s imprisonment, or if you are being held in pretrial custody, or you are unable to defend yourself 
for other reasons. In  a defence lawyer will be appointed if the likely sentence is more than six months. The court’s obligation to 
appoint a lawyer does not depend on your financial status.
The court appoints the lawyer. It must allow you to choose your own lawyer if you so wish and to nominate that lawyer to the court. If you do not nominate a 
lawyer, the court will designate one itself.
The courtappointed defence lawyer can be changed only in exceptional cases. You may also appoint a different lawyer of your own choice, in which case the 
court will usually withdraw the appointment of the courtappointed lawyer. If you do choose your own lawyer you will have to pay the costs yourself, except in 
so far as the costs have to be borne by the state in the event of an acquittal.
Data on investigations/charges/convictions (5)
What data is kept?
The police keep their own databases of information obtained during investigations.
The public prosecutor’s office also stores data during and after an investigation. Information obtained in the course of an investigation is also kept in a central 
register of prosecutions. There are specific periods set by law after which the information must be deleted.
Records of convictions in criminal cases are kept in the  ( ). You have no say about whether this Bundeszentralregister
data is recorded. Convictions are deleted after a specified time if no fresh convictions have been added. The length of time depends on the severity of the 
sentence.
What data are consulted in criminal proceedings and when?
The police and public prosecutor may access their own databases at any time. They have no direct access to the . 
When the court prepares for the trial it will request an extract from the register.
Do the data play a role at the investigation stage?
If there are records of previous investigations, the public prosecutor’s office must take these into account if, for example, it is checking the possibility of 
discontinuing proceedings under Sections 153 and 153a of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Do the data play a role at the trial stage?
The law allows previous convictions recorded in the central register to be taken into account at the trial. If you are found to have previous convictions, they 
may have a negative effect on the sentence. Data kept only by the public prosecutor or the police may not be taken into account in sentencing.
How can I find out what information has been stored about me, and what can I do about it?
You can find out what data concerning you has been stored by applying to the departments that record the data.
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You can apply to have the data deleted by the department. If the department refuses to do so, you may have the decision reviewed by a court.
Further information
The Central Criminal Register is governed by the . Data stored by the public prosecutor is subject to Sections 483 ff. 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure; the central register of prosecutions is covered by Section 492(1) of the , with further details 
in a ; police databases are governed by the  and the police legislation of the .Länder
Legal challenges during investigation (6)
You have the right to challenge measures taken during an investigation. The remedies open to you include filing a police complaint or applying for the matter 
to be decided by a court.
You can lodge a complaint ( ) against such a court decision.Beschwerde
If the police or the public prosecutor have taken a measure without a warrant, you can apply to have it reviewed by the court retrospectively. If you object to a 
seizure, the matter will be brought before a judge automatically, and you do not need to apply to the court.

The national language version of this page is maintained by the respective Member State. The translations have been done by the European Commission 
service. Possible changes introduced in the original by the competent national authority may not be yet reflected in the translations. The European 
Commission accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever with regard to any information or data contained or referred to in this document. Please refer to 
the legal notice to see copyright rules for the Member State responsible for this page.

2 – Getting legal advice
Getting independent legal advice is very important if you are involved in some way in the criminal process. The factsheets tell you when and in what 
circumstances you are entitled to be represented by a lawyer. They also tell you what a lawyer will do for you. This general factsheet tells you how to find a 
lawyer and how the costs of the lawyer will be met if you cannot afford to pay for legal advice.
Finding a lawyer
When you learn that you are subject to a criminal investigation, you may search for specialist criminal lawyers on the Internet for example. Every lawyer (

) registered in Germany is authorised to act as a defence lawyer. If the matter is urgent, because you are about to be arrested or your premises are Anwalt
about to be searched, you can find a defence lawyer around the clock through a . If you need someone with specific language skills 
or in a particular location, you can go to the  function provided by the Criminal Department of the German Law Association (

). You can also look up the regional bar association ( ). Since 1 January 2010, there have been regional lists of Deutsches Anwaltverein Rechtsanwaltskammer
lawyers who are prepared to take on  work. You can find out where to get these lists and how to use them through your local bar 
association (including ).
If you have been arrested or are being held in  you will not be able to access this information. The police are obliged to provide you with a 
list of lawyers or a telephone directory if you ask for one. The police also know the . If the police do not allow you to get in touch with a lawyer, you 
must tell this to the court as soon as you appear there. The courts also have lists of lawyers who are prepared to take on  work.
Paying for a lawyer
If you are acquitted, the state must pay the lawyer’s costs. If the proceedings are  at the investigation stage or if you are convicted, you will 
have to bear the costs yourself.
Even if you are on a low income or have no income at all, there is no basic right to financial support from the state in criminal proceedings. You can apply for 

 from your local court ( ).Amtsgericht
There are special rules on payment in the case of . Here the state pays the lawyer in the first place, but the statutory 
payment for a courtappointed lawyer is lower than what the lawyer would otherwise be able to charge. If you are convicted, you will be billed for the costs of 
the court-appointed lawyer at the end of the proceedings. You will then have to pay the legal costs back to the state, and in addition pay the lawyer the costs 
he or she would have been entitled to charge if he or she had not been appointed as your lawyer by the court, always supposing that you are in fact able to 
pay.

The national language version of this page is maintained by the respective Member State. The translations have been done by the European Commission 
service. Possible changes introduced in the original by the competent national authority may not be yet reflected in the translations. The European 
Commission accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever with regard to any information or data contained or referred to in this document. Please refer to 
the legal notice to see copyright rules for the Member State responsible for this page.

3 – My rights during the investigation
This factsheet deals with the investigation stage, which starts when the law enforcement authorities carry out their first investigations and ends when the 
public prosecutor brings a charge or discontinues the proceedings.
What are the stages in a criminal investigation?
The prosecuting authorities (either the public prosecutor or the police) will start an investigation if they suspect you of a criminal offence. The aim of the 
investigation is to establish whether or not the suspicion against you is justified. They must also investigate any evidence in your favour. If the public 
prosecutor believes that the suspicion is justified he or she will bring a charge against you (or apply for a  ( )).Strafbefehl
In order to investigate the case there is a variety of measures that the police and the public prosecutor can take. What measures will be taken, and when, 
depends on the circumstances. For example, you may be arrested immediately after committing an offence.  may be followed by .
If you feel that an investigative measure will affect you adversely you may challenge it before a court, at the time or retrospectively.
Data regarding previous investigations and convictions may be called for. The details are explained .
My rights during an investigation
You have the right to a lawyer throughout the investigation. For information about finding a lawyer and the related costs, see . If you do not speak 
German, you can request an interpreter for your meetings with your lawyer.
You do not have the right to see your file. However, you can be granted disclosures from the documents if they do not put the investigations in jeopardy, or 
infringe the rights of third parties. When the investigation is complete, your defence lawyer will be granted access to the documents. Before this, access is 
granted only if it does not jeopardise the purpose of the investigation.
For information about your rights if any of the following investigative measures are taken against you, see the sections below:

Federal Central Criminal Register Act
Code of Criminal Procedure

Regulation Federal Office of Crime Prevention Act
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If I am a foreign national, how will this affect the investigation proceedings?
In general, you have the right to leave Germany during a criminal investigation. You are prevented from leaving the country only if you have been arrested, or 
if an  has been suspended subject to the condition, for example, that you are not to leave your place of residence without the permission of the 
court.
If you know that you are being investigated, you should make sure that the public prosecutor and the court can contact you by post.
You can contact your national consulate at any time in the course of an investigation.
Questioning (1)
If you are suspected of an offence, the police or the public prosecutor will question you about the accusation, so as to ensure that you are given a proper 
hearing. In some cases, if the public prosecutor so requests, you may also be questioned by a judge.
What should I do if I have been called for questioning?
If the public prosecutor or a court has called you for questioning ( ), you must attend. If you fail to respond you may be brought before the Vernehmung
prosecutor or court by force. If you are called for questioning by the police you are not bound to attend.
What will I be told before questioning?
Before you are questioned you will be told what you are accused of having done, and what laws may have been broken. You will be told that you have the 
right to remain silent, that you may consult a lawyer before you are questioned, and that you may ask for items of evidence in your favour to be considered.
Will I be provided with an interpreter if I don’t speak the language?
If your German is not good enough, an interpreter will be provided. This will not cost you anything. The interpreter will attend the whole interview and will 
translate the questions, your answers and the written record of the interview.
Can I talk to a lawyer?
As a suspect you may speak with a  alone or in the presence of an interpreter. If you are questioned by the public prosecutor or a judge, 
you may have a defence lawyer present, but not if you are questioned by the police.
Will I be interviewed? Should I give information?
Before the end of the investigation the police or public prosecutor must question you, unless the proceedings are discontinued. If the case is straightforward, 
you may be questioned in writing.
When you are questioned, even in writing, you must give your personal particulars. These include your first names, surname, name at birth, place and date 
of birth, marital status, your occupation, your address and your nationality.
However, you are under no obligation to answer the accusation, or to provide information relating to the case. What you say, and how much, is up to you, 
though you may wish to speak to your lawyer first.
What happens if I say something to my disadvantage?
Everything you say during an interview will be recorded in minutes. If you say something that is to your disadvantage, the court that considers your case after 
you are charged will know of it. Even if at a later stage you want to remain silent or to withdraw your statement, the court may in its judgment take account of 
anything you said earlier.
Will I be told of the state of the investigation when I am questioned?
It is up to the public prosecutor whether to inform you about the state of the investigation. The public prosecutor may not, however, give you misleading 
information.
What methods may not be used?
You cannot be mistreated or otherwise physically handled during questioning. Nobody may threaten you or promise you anything that is not allowed by law. 
Any statement you make under those conditions cannot be taken into consideration, even with your agreement.
Further information
The rules on interviewing suspects are set out in Sections 136, 136a and 163a of the .
Identification procedure/body search/blood samples, etc. (2)
You can find details of how to challenge such measures .
What does the identification procedure involve? When will this be done?
The aim of the identification procedure ( , ) is to identify you so as to help establish your guilt or innocence Erkennungsdienstliche Behandlung ED-Behandlung
in pending criminal proceedings. You may be photographed, your fingerprints or palmprints may be taken, and a note may be made of any distinguishing 
features, such as tattoos.
The identification procedure may be ordered by a court, by the public prosecutor, or by the police. It is generally carried out by the police.
The identification procedure may be carried out under compulsion, which means the police can restrain you and straighten your arms or fingers in order to 
take fingerprints, for example.
Can an identification procedure be carried out if it isn’t necessary for present purposes (e.g. if it is obvious that I am the perpetrator)?
Identification procedures may also be carried out for the purposes of future criminal proceedings, i.e. not for purposes of the case now pending but in order to 
preserve your details for any other cases that may arise at a later date. There must therefore be reason to believe that you may be subject to other criminal 
proceedings in future.
Are body searches allowed?
A body search may be ordered to establish facts that are material to criminal proceedings.
With a simple body search by the police, your body will be investigated to establish whether there is anything hidden in any of your natural orifices. If such a 
search might be embarrassing to you, it will be conducted by a person of the same sex or by a doctor. Before a search, you must be informed that you may 
ask for a person you trust to be present and that if you have a legitimate reason for doing so you are entitled to choose the sex of the person conducting the 
search. You are obliged to tolerate a search, but nobody can force you to take part in it actively.
Can samples be taken of my blood, other bodily fluids or my DNA (for example hair or saliva)?
Blood and other bodily substances may be taken, for example to check for any alcohol in your blood or to compare your DNA with traces of DNA found at the 
scene of the crime. Such samples may be taken only by a doctor, and not by the police. When the samples are no longer required for the criminal 
proceedings, they must be destroyed. However, your DNA pattern may be stored in a file if there is reason to believe that proceedings for a serious crime will 
be brought against you in the future.
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If you do not agree to a body search or a DNA test, they will have to be ordered by a court. Where there is danger in delay and the matter is consequently 
urgent, the order may be given by the public prosecutor or the police. Force may be used.
Further information
Identification procedures are governed by Section 81b of the Code of Criminal Procedure, body searches and blood samples are governed by Sections 81a 
and 81d, and DNA tests are governed by Sections 81e, 81f and 81g.
Search/seizure/wiretapping (3)
You can find details of your how to challenge such measures .
May my home, my office, my car etc, be searched?
If you are suspected of a crime, the public prosecutor or the police may search your home and other premises, including your car, if they expect to find 
evidence there or if they need to arrest you.
The search generally has to be ordered by a court. Where there is danger in delay and the matter is consequently urgent, a warrant may be issued by the 
public prosecutor or the police.
You may be present during the search. You may also have your defence lawyer present. If a judge or prosecutor is not available to attend the search, two 
local government officials should be called if possible. But you may dispense with their presence. When the search is over, you must be provided on request 
with a document stating the reasons for the search and the offence you are accused of.
Can my property be seized?
The prosecuting authorities may secure items belonging to you if they are important as evidence. If you do not hand them over willingly, they can be seized. 
To seize property a court warrant must be issued. Where there is danger in delay and the matter is consequently urgent, a warrant may be issued by the 
public prosecutor or the police. You may challenge a warrant in court at any time, even after the search has been carried out.
If any items are secured or seized during a search, you are entitled to an inventory if you ask for one.
Can my driving licence be seized?
Your licence can be suspended provisionally by a court if there are compelling reasons to suppose that the court will withdraw it in a subsequent judgment on 
a traffic offence. This usually applies if you have committed a traffic offence which has shown that you are unsuitable to drive a vehicle. The provisional 
suspension of your licence is confirmation by the court of any earlier seizure of the licence. The police or the public prosecutor can seize your licence where 
delay would be dangerous and there are urgent reasons for withdrawing your right to drive.
Is wiretapping allowed?
Any communications (e.g. by phone) and conversations you have in your home may be monitored and recorded, subject to strict legal conditions; however, 
there has to be suspicion of a serious or very serious crime. Both measures require a court warrant. Where there is danger in delay and the matter is 
consequently urgent, such measures may also be ordered by the public prosecutor. You must be informed of the measures retrospectively.
Further information
Search and seizure are governed by Sections 102 ff. and 94 ff. of the , provisional suspension of a driving license (seizure of a 
driving license) is governed by Section 111a, and wiretapping is governed by Sections 100a ff.
Arrest (4)
The public prosecutor or the police may arrest you provisionally if you are stopped at the scene of a crime or pursued from the scene of the crime and are 
suspecting of trying to escape. The public prosecutor or the police may also arrest you provisionally if there is danger in delay and the matter is consequently 
urgent, provided the conditions for issuing an arrest warrant are met. This is so if there are compelling reasons to suspect you of a crime and there are 
specific . At the time you are arrested a warrant may already have been issued or ay still have to be issued by a judge on application by the 
public prosecutor.
Arrest may also be ordered if particular investigative measures, such as  or a , have to be carried out forcibly.
Will I be told why I have been arrested?
You will always be told the reason why you are being arrested. If a warrant has been issued, a copy must be given to you when you are arrested.
How long can I be held?
If you are detained under an arrest warrant which has already been issued or which has still to be applied for, your detention is subject to  time limits.
If you have been arrested in order to allow investigative measures to be carried out forcibly, they must be carried out immediately, and you must be released 
when they are complete. The time necessary depends on the circumstances. In such cases you may not in any event be detained for longer than the end of 
the day following the day of your arrest.
If you are arrested and it subsequently emerges that you are already under a custodial sentence which you have not yet served, you may be put in penal 
custody following your arrest.
Can I contact anyone?
When you are arrested you have the right to ask for a defence lawyer chosen by yourself at any time. You can inform a family member or someone you trust 
if this does not jeopardise the purpose of the investigation. You can also ask for your own country’s consulate to be informed.
Can I get a doctor if I need one?
You can ask to be examined by a doctor of your choice.
What is a European arrest warrant, and how can I contest one?
The purpose of a European arrest warrant is to order the arrest and handing over of a person who is wanted in the EU for prosecution or to serve a prison 
term or other custodial sentence. If you are subject to a European arrest warrant, you can be arrested in any Member State and removed to the Member 
State that issued the warrant.
If you are held in Germany under a European arrest warrant, you will first be questioned in the nearest local court ( ) to establish your particulars Amtsgericht
and hear whether you have any objection to make to your extradition. The decision on any objections will be taken by the higher regional court (

).Oberlandsgericht
You are entitled to legal representation at every stage of the procedure.
If you agree to extradition, you will be extradited immediately (the ‘simplified extradition procedure’). You will be advised that you may waive the ‘speciality 
rule’. If you do this, you may be prosecuted in the country issuing the warrant in other proceedings that are not the subject of the warrant. Your agreement to 
simplified extradition or to the waiver of the speciality rule is irrevocable.
If you do not agree, the higher regional court will rule on the validity of the extradition within 60 days. There is no appeal against the court’s decision.
For further information, see  and .
Pre-trial custody (5)
When must I be informed of the arrest warrant?
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If you have been detained under an arrest warrant, it must be given to you upon your . If you have been arrested provisionally, you will have to appear 
before a court no later than the day after the arrest. If the court then issues an arrest warrant, it will inform you accordingly. If the court does not issue an 
arrest warrant, you will be released.
When can I be held in custody before my trial?
You can be held in custody if there are compelling reasons to suspect you and one of the grounds for arrest is present. These grounds include very serious 
crime, efforts to abscond, the danger that you might abscond, the danger of a repeat offence, or the danger that you might impede investigation of the 
offence, for instance by destroying evidence or influencing witnesses. You may be considered likely to abscond if you have no fixed abode, no permanent job 
and no close social attachments.
What can I do to contest a warrant for pretrial custody?
You can challenge a warrant for pretrial custody before the next higher court. You can also apply for a review of the warrant by the court that issued it. But if 
you apply for a review by the same court you cannot also challenge the warrant in the higher court.
How long can I be held in pretrial custody?
You can be held until the end of the criminal proceedings. You may be released earlier if the arrest warrant is withdrawn or your arrest is suspended. A 
suspension of your arrest may be conditional: for example, you may have to deposit a sum of money in bail, or you may be required to report regularly to the 
police.
You may be held in pre-trial custody for more than six months only in specified circumstances (e.g. if the investigation is especially difficult or unusually 
wideranging, or there are other important reasons), which must be examined by the public prosecutor or by the court even on their own initiative
What will I be told on my arrest?
When you are arrested you will have to be told, in a language you understand, that you

You must be told that you may request interpreting services free of charge, and that you may inform the consulate of your country, which is entitled to 
correspond with you. When you are formally questioned you must be told of any incriminating circumstances. You must be allowed to rebut the reasons for 
suspicion and for your arrest and to draw attention to any circumstances in your favour. Finally, you must be informed of your right to challenge your arrest in 
the same or a higher court.
Can I receive visitors, get mail, wear my own clothes, etc., when in custody?
Generally you are allowed to receive mail while in pre-trial custody. However, you may be subject to certain restrictions. For example, you may be required to 
ask permission to receive visits and to use telecommunications. There may be a requirement that telecommunications and any mail or parcels you receive be 
monitored, or that you must ask permission to receive items during visits. You can challenge any of these restrictions. On the other hand, there are generally 
no restrictions on spoken or written communication with your defence lawyer. The rules on pre-trial custody can differ from one  to another.Land
The charge (6)
If the investigation reveals sufficient grounds for you to be charged, the public prosecutor will submit an indictment setting out the charge ( ) or apply Anklage
for a  ( ) from the appropriate court. Otherwise the prosecutor will discontinue the proceedings. In the indictment the public Strafbefehl
prosecutor summarises what you are accused of, what laws you have broken, and what the evidence is.
What does it mean if the court sends me an indictment?
At the intermediate stage the court has to consider whether the case should go to the main proceedings stage, i.e. to trial. It will first give you a copy of the 
indictment. It will also ask you to declare by a certain time if there is other evidence in your favour that needs to be considered, and whether you have any 
objection to the opening of the main proceedings.
In expedited proceedings the charge is treated differently, see .
What can I do if I cannot understand the charge because I don’t speak German?
If you are charged in a language you do not understand, you can request to have it translated, at no expense to you, and served on you again.
What can I do if I believe the charges to be wrong?
The court will give you a certain amount of time to state the grounds on which you believe the charge to be untrue. You can also apply for evidence to be 
considered which you think will be to your advantage.
Can the court dismiss the charge?
If the court believes that you will probably not be sentenced on the basis of the indictment, for example if it believes there is insufficient evidence, it will not 
allow the case to go to trial. The public prosecutor may immediately appeal against this decision.
Can the indictment be changed before the trial stage?
The public prosecutor may withdraw or amend the indictment at any time before the court allows the case to go to trial. The prosecutor may in any event 
bring forward new evidence at any time during the criminal proceedings.
Can I be charged for a crime for which I have already been charged in another Member State?
Being charged in another Member State does not prevent you from being charged in Germany. But if you have already been convicted for the same offence 
you will not be prosecuted again.
Will I be informed of the witnesses and evidence against me?
In the indictment the public prosecutor will list the evidence in support of the charge. Your defence lawyer will be able to view the file no later than at the end 
of the investigation and before the charge is brought against you. You yourself are entitled to information from the file and copies of individual documents.
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4 – My rights in court
The public prosecutor will forward the indictment to the court, which will decide in intermediate proceedings whether or not to proceed to the main 
proceedings stage, i.e. to a trial.
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are entitled to express your view of the accusation, or to remain silent;
are entitled to ask for evidence in your favour to be considered, and to remain silent otherwise;
may consult a lawyer of your choice at any time, even before you are formally questioned;
are entitled to ask to be examined by a doctor of your choice; and
may inform a relative or another person you trust, provided this does not jeopardise the purpose of the investigation.
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If the court allows the indictment to go to trial, the main proceedings begin with a court hearing. Court hearings may take place on one day or over several 
days. The indictment may also be dealt with in  governed by separate rules.
How will the trial proceed?
First of all, the court will determine who is present: the public prosecutor, you and your defence lawyer (if any), and witnesses. The witnesses will then be 
asked to wait outside the courtroom.
You will be asked to give your personal particulars. You must give your name, address, place of birth, marital status and occupation. You do not need to say 
how much you earn.
The charge will then be read out.
You will be able to state your view on the accusations made. You do not have to say anything: you may remain silent. The court may not draw any inference 
against you from your silence. After that the evidence will be produced, i.e. witnesses questioned, expert witnesses heard and/or documents read out.
The public prosecutor and your defence lawyer (if any) will then give their assessments of the evidence and propose that you be convicted or acquitted.
You will have the last word.
The court will then give judgment and state the grounds on which its judgment is based.
Where will the trial take place?
The trial will be held in the place where the public prosecutor brought the charge; there are specific rules governing this aspect. Often the trial takes place in 
the court with jurisdiction for the area where the offence was committed.
Whether the proceedings will be conducted in the local court ( ), the regional court ( ) or the higher regional court ( ) Amtsgericht Landgericht Oberlandesgericht
depends on the likely penalty for the offence. If a fine or a term of imprisonment of no more than two years can be expected, the case will be heard by a 
single judge sitting in the local court. If a sentence of two to four years’ imprisonment is expected, the case will be heard in the local court before three 
judges, consisting of one professional judge and two nonprofessional judges ( ). If a sentence of more than four years’ imprisonment is expected, the Schöffen
case will be heard in the regional court, before two or three professional judges and two nonprofessional judges. Matters of national security are heard by the 
higher regional court, consisting of three professional judges.
Will the trial be public?
The trial is public. The public will be excluded only in exceptional circumstances, e.g. in order to protect witnesses.
Can the charges be changed during the trial?
Minor changes can be made to the charges on the instructions of the court. Supplementary charges may be brought during the trial. But supplementary 
charges will be considered only if you and the court agree.
What happens if I plead guilty to some or all of the charges in the course of the trial?
An admission will not end the proceedings. However, the court may decide not to hear some of the evidence if it regards your admission as reliable, for 
example because it is corroborated by evidence already heard. If you admit any of the charges the court may reduce the sentence. In some cases your 
admission may form part of a . A plea bargain relates to the sentence, and not to the verdict of guilty or not guilty.
What are my rights during the trial?
You are required to attend the trial. If you have not been excused from attending and nevertheless fail to appear, the trial will be stayed, and a warrant may 
be issued for your arrest. Proceedings for a  are an exception to this rule.
If you cannot speak the language well enough, the court will provide an interpreter to translate all important steps taken and statements made during the trial.
You can appoint a lawyer to defend you. In some cases you must have a defence lawyer. If you do not choose a lawyer, the court will designate a 

.appointed defence lawyer
Can I challenge the evidence presented against me?
When evidence is brought against you, you can express your opinion of it. You can dispute any evidence which you believe has been improperly brought 
against you.
You can also apply for further evidence to be brought. You can gather your own evidence, but you will not enjoy the same powers as the police. For 
example, you cannot intercept telephone calls and produce the recordings n evidence.
You may ask witnesses to appear and say what they know, and you may bring them to the court. Bear in mind, however, that witnesses are under an 
obligation to tell the court the truth.
Witnesses are questioned first by the judge or judges and then by the public prosecutor. You and your lawyer may question them after that.
As a rule, an extract from the register showing your , clean or otherwise, will be read out. If you have already been convicted of a crime 
similar to the one at issue in the present proceedings, the previous judgment may also be read out. The criminal register does not show previous convictions 
in other Member States. However, if the court learns of previous convictions in some other way it may take them into account.
What happens at the end of the trial?
The trial ends with a judgment, or the proceedings may be .
In the majority of cases trials end with a judgment. The court may find you guilty or acquit you, depending on the evidence. The judgment may impose a fine 
or a term of imprisonment. In particular circumstances provided for by law, the court may order a measure such as placement in a psychiatric hospital or a 
drug rehabilitation centre, or preventive detention. Withdrawal of your driving licence is another possible measure of this kind. A driving ban may be imposed 
as a supplementary penalty.
A  is measured in terms of a certain number of daily quotas ( , e.g. 50 daily quotas of €15). The daily quota is always one-thirtieth of your Tagessätze
monthly income. You can also work to discharge a fine. If you do not pay the fine, and do not work off the fine, you will be imprisoned for one day per daily 
quota. If the fine is no more than 180 daily quotas, it may be suspended. That means you will be given a warning, and will have to pay the fine only if you 
offend again after sentencing, or otherwise breach any orders made by the court.
Prison sentences of up to two years can also be suspended. If you fail to meet the probation conditions, the sentence can be enforced.
Other measures and additional penalties can be attached to the sentence.
What is the role of the victim during the trial?
In the majority of cases the victim is an important witness, and will be heard in that capacity.
Victims of certain crimes may also take an active part in the trial if they are entitled to join their own civil action to the public criminal action. Victims may then 
themselves ask questions or apply for evidence to be considered, and may be represented by a lawyer who will do this on their behalf. At the end of the trial 
the victim or the victim’s lawyer may make closing submissions recommending a particular sentence.
Further information
The main proceedings are governed by the  and the .
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5 – My rights after the trial
If the court convicts you, you may appeal against the sentence. If you are acquitted you have no right of appeal, even if you do not agree with the grounds for 
your acquittal. The court must inform you of the options open to you.
There are two kinds of appeal against a judgment of a local court ( ): a full appeal ( ), on questions of fact and of law, and an application Amtsgericht Berufung
for review ( ), which is an appeal on points of law only. Against the judgment of a regional court ( ) only the second of these is available.Revision Landgericht
Can I appeal the judgment?
As soon as the judgment is announced, you or your lawyer may state on the record that you are appealing. You can also appeal up to one week after the 
judgment. You can either appeal in writing or make a formal statement to the court office to say that you are appealing. You can appeal even if the judgment 
was preceded by a plea bargain.
You can appeal either against the conviction itself or against the level of the penalty.
If you enter a full appeal on questions of fact and law, you need not necessarily state your grounds.
If you apply for a review on points of law only, you must provide a statement of your grounds within one month of the date on which you are informed of the 
grounds of the judgment. To do this you will need a lawyer, because you are not entitled to submit such a statement of grounds without professional 
assistance.
What happens if I appeal?
If you appeal against the judgment it is not enforceable for the time being. This means that for the time being you do not have to pay the fine or serve the 
sentence imposed. If you are in pretrial custody, however, you will not be released. You can be released only if the court withdraws or suspends the pretrial 
arrest warrant.
There are no time limits within which your appeal must be decided. However, there is a general requirement that criminal proceedings must be completed as 
rapidly as possible.
On a full appeal a fresh trial takes place before the regional court. The court itself decides what evidence it considers material. It may look at the same 
evidence as the first court. But it may also consider other evidence. You yourself may also apply to have new evidence considered.
On an application for review no new evidence is produced. The court considers only whether there were any legal defects in the earlier judgment and the 
proceedings that led to it.
What happens at the appeal hearing?
In a full appeal before the regional court the hearing follows the same pattern as the hearing in the local court. The court delivers its own judgment. The 
procedure is different only if you confine your appeal to the level of the sentence. In that case the court will hear only evidence relevant to the level of the 
penalty, for example regarding your motives and personal circumstances.
In an application for review, judgment can be delivered without oral proceedings.
What happens if the appeal is successful/unsuccessful?
If you have brought a full appeal, and your action succeeds, you will be acquitted or your sentence will be reduced. If you are not acquitted, you can apply for 
a review of the appeal judgment.
If you have brought an application for review of the first judgment, and your action succeeds, there are two possibilities. Under certain circumstances the 
court carrying out the review may decide the case itself, and may for example acquit you. But in some cases the court carrying out the review must quash the 
earlier judgment and send the case back to the lower court.
A judgment that has been quashed is not entered in the criminal register.
A judgment is final if no appeal is entered within the time allowed, by any of the parties, that is to say by you, by the public prosecutor, or by any other party 
who has been allowed to join their own civil action to the public criminal proceedings.
I am from another Member State. Can I be sent back there after the trial?
As a citizen of the EU you can be expelled and deported from Germany only in strictly defined circumstances. The details are set out in the Free Movement 
of EU Citizens Act. If you are concerned that you might be deported, you can consult a lawyer.
If I have been convicted, can I be prosecuted again for the same offence?
In principle you cannot be convicted twice for the same offence. But whether a conviction does in fact relate to the same offence is a question that can 
involve fine legal distinctions.
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6 – Traffic offences
How are traffic offences dealt with?
Minor traffic offences, such as speeding, are dealt with administratively. They are not considered criminal offences ( ), but only misdemeanours (Straftaten

). But serious traffic offences, especially offences where other road users are endangered or injured, do usually constitute criminal Ordnungswidrigkeiten
offences.
Minor traffic offences are investigated by the administrative authorities. During the proceedings you can present your views in writing. For very minor 
offences (e.g. parking offences), you will be cautioned and offered the chance to pay a cautionary penalty ( ) of up to €35. If you pay, that Verwarnungsgeld
will be the end of the matter; if you do not, and the administrative authorities believe you are to blame, they can issue a fining order ( ) Bußgeldbescheid
requiring you to pay a fine ( ). Such an order may also impose a driving ban. The amount of the fine and the length of the ban are set out in a Bußgeld

 .
You may enter an objection ( ) to a fining order. The public prosecutor will refer the case to court. In principle there should then be a trial, on the Einspruch
lines described in . But if the court does not consider a full trial necessary, and you and the public prosecutor agree, it may decide the matter in 
a court order ( ). You can challenge a judgment or order in such proceedings by bringing a complaint on a point of law ( ) in the Beschluss Rechtsbeschwerde
higher regional court ( ). But this form of appeal is available only in certain circumstances, such as where you have been fined more than Oberlandsgericht
€250, or where the case would help to clarify the law.
Are citizens of other Member States prosecuted for such offences? If so, how?

5 – My rights after the trial
If the court convicts you, you may appeal against the sentence. If you are acquitted you have no right of appeal, even if you do not agree with the grounds for 
your acquittal. The court must inform you of the options open to you.
There are two kinds of appeal against a judgment of a local court ( ): a full appeal ( ), on questions of fact and of law, and an application Amtsgericht Berufung
for review ( ), which is an appeal on points of law only. Against the judgment of a regional court ( ) only the second of these is available.Revision Landgericht
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Citizens of other Member States are also prosecuted for such offences. If you commit a driving offence, a cautionary penalty or a security payment may be 
required on the spot. Any such security payment will be offset against the fine determined at the end of the proceedings. If you are not stopped at the time of 
the offence, you may be prosecuted if your country shares vehicle identification data with Germany. Germany expects to join the EU-wide system for the 
enforcement of fines in autumn 2010. Fines imposed in Germany will then be enforceable in your home country.
Will these offences appear on my criminal record?
Minor traffic offences are not recorded in the , but in a separate . This contains 
particulars of persons committing traffic offences in Germany, whether their licence is German or foreign. Offences are recorded if the fine imposed amounts 
to €40 or more. Depending on the seriousness of the offence, a certain number of penalty  is also recorded. German drivers lose their driving 
licence if they get 18 points or more, while foreign drivers lose the right to drive in Germany.
Further information
Traffic offences and the relevant procedures are governed by the , the  and the Misdemeanours Act.
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